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COVID-19 has immensely impacted life as we know it, as the virus quickly
spread throughout the entire world in a matter of weeks since its emergence.
It has toppled economies, tested healthcare systems worldwide, and has un-
fortunately taken the lives of many in the process. While extensive research
has analyzed the issue on a large scale, focusing on entire countries and
states, there has not been as much focus on the meso-scale, mainly compris-
ing towns and cities, due to the lack of available COVID-19 data at this scale.
However, in the case of countries like the United States in which interna-
tional and interstate travel restrictions were placed, there is reason to believe
that many of the coronavirus transmissions would occur at a smaller scale
within communities. Thus, using a dataset containing the daily case counts
of each town across the state of Connecticut since early 2020, we propose
several deep learning models utilizing various neural networks to make case
count predictions of each town in the state. One overlooked factor in existing
epidemic models is the interaction between towns. We therefore incorporate
the distance between the towns in one of our models to measure the strength
of inter-town interactions to aid in making predictions. Through our models
and their respective prediction results, we aim to provide insights on being
better prepared for future pandemics, especially at the community level.
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The Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19) is a contagious disease caused by the
SARS-CoV-2 virus and was first reported in Wuhan, China in late 2019, though
the outbreak has since grown into a pandemic, reaching countries far beyond
China. With about 140 million cases and 3 million deaths worldwide as of
April 2021, the impact of this disease is immense. Additionally, the United
States has become the largest victim of this global health crisis with about 32
million cases and 568,000 deaths (Hopkins, 2021). COVID-19 is an extremely
contagious disease, spreading more efficiently than influenza and less effi-
ciently than measles, which is among the most contagious diseases known to
affect people (CDC, 2021a).
To combat the rapid transmission rate of this disease, the United States
has employed several preventative measures in accordance with guidelines
from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). The two main
precautions are social distancing and mask wearing, which aim to limit in-
terpersonal interactions as COVID-19 has been found to primarily spread
through human contact among people within 6 feet of one another. This type
of transmission occurs from exposure to the respiratory droplets of an in-
fected person through coughing, sneezing, talking, etc (CDC, 2021b). Given
the ease of transmission of this potentially fatal disease, there is a clear need
in society to control and mitigate the effects of COVID-19. Thus, the ability to
predict the spread of COVID-19 becomes an important factor in the world’s
potential to prepare a proper response to the pandemic.
1.2 Literature Review
Before beginning the research process, it was important to first review ex-
isting works in the field to obtain a baseline understanding of the currently
available findings on this topic. This literature review summarizes the cur-
rent practices used in research on COVID-19 time-series forecasting. The two
main areas of focus in this preliminary research were the currently existing
epidemiological models as well as the currently existing machine learning
models, with the objective of being able to identify a potential research gap
and ultimately contribute to this field of study with our own work.
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1.2.1 Epidemiological Models
In studying diseases, it is very common to see epidemiological models used
to evaluate the growth patterns of infectious diseases and predict the fu-
ture outcomes of epidemics. One specific model, known as the Susceptible-
Infected-Removed (SIR) model computes the theoretical number of people
who have been infected with a specific disease in a closed population over a
period of time. This model involves a series of equations using the number
of susceptible (S), infected (I), and recovered (R) people and has been used to
model the spread of COVID-19 in the early stages of the pandemic in China
as well as in other countries including South Korea, India, Australia, USA,
and Italy (Liu et al., 2020; Cooper, Mondal, and Antonopoulos, 2020).
Other studies have extended this model even further, using the Susceptible-
Exposed-Infected-Removed (SEIR) model. This is similar to the SIR model
but also incorporates the Exposed (E) population in its calculations. The SEIR
model has also been used to predict the spread of COVID-19 in countries like
China and Italy (Woo, Leung, and Leung, 2020; Godio, Pace, and Vergnano,
2020). Furthermore, the SEIR model has also been used to quantify the ef-
fects of contact tracing, testing, and containment measures in the presence of
infection hotspots (Lorch et al., 2020). Overall, researchers have been able to
produce good results and predictions for the respective countries studied.
1.2.2 Machine Learning Models
In the realm of machine learning there have been multiple models reported to
effectively predict the spread of COVID-19. From classical models such as the
Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model to more robust
deep learning models such as Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) and Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM), there are numerous works focusing on the task of
forecasting the spread of COVID-19 within specific countries using machine
learning (Kufel, 2020; Chimmula and Zhang, 2020; Car et al., 2020).
Futhermore, researchers have also performed comparative studies ob-
serving multiple different machine learning models simultaneously and com-
paring their prediction results. Tian et al. assessed the performance of the
hidden Markov chain model (HMM), hierarchical Bayes model, and LSTM
(Tian, Luthra, and Zhang, 2020), while Zeroual et al. compared the result
from simple RNN, LSTM, Bidirectional LSTM, gated recurrent unit (GRU)
and variational autoEncoder (VAE) algorithms (Zeroual et al., 2020).
Given the nature of this specific time-series forecasting problem, Graph
Neural Networks are starting to become more popular due to their ability to
capture spatial relations within their models. This is relevant to COVID-19 as
the disease’s impact varies depending on the observed location as different
locations have different populations, health regulations, etc. Several GNN-
based learning methods have been evaluated including a spatio-temporal
graph neural network for next day COVID-19 case count predictions at the
county level as well as a Spatio-Temporal Attention Network (STAN) to cap-
ture geographic and temporal trends to predict COVID-19 case counts at the
county level for a fixed period of time into the future. (Kapoor et al., 2020;
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Gao et al., 2021). These two graph neural networks also incorporated mobil-
ity data in their models to aid in predictions.
1.3 Motivation
In the current state of research on COVID-19 transmission, a common char-
acteristic among the vast majority of studies with both the epidemiological
and machine learning models is that they make predictions on a macro scale,
focusing on entire states and countries. However, in the early stages of the
pandemic, various countries worldwide including the United States imple-
mented interstate and international travel restrictions, mitigating the risk of
infection from abroad. This resulted in the majority of new COVID-19 cases
to be induced within communities, which underscores the need to study the
disease at a meso-scale, comprising towns and cities.
There are several limitations that are present when predicting the spread
of COVID-19 on a macro-scale that can be accommodated by the meso-scale.
In the United States, each state has experienced different timelines regard-
ing their respective COVID-19 outbreaks as well as their responses related
to lock-downs and business shutdowns. Furthermore, different states imple-
mented different regulations depending on the severity of the outbreak, as
certain states like New York were much more severely impacted than oth-
ers. Therefore, it seems relatively unreasonable to focus on the macro-scale
which treats entire countries as single entities when in reality, different states
and regions within countries have responded differently to the pandemic.
In addition, with the implementation of travel restrictions, the transmission
of COVID-19 is heavily influenced by communities’ compliance with social-
distancing rules as the disease primarily spreads through interpersonal in-
teractions. Consequently, modeling COVID-19 at the meso-scale should be
able to better capture the effects of social distancing in making predictions.
Given the general absence of COVID-19 case count data of individual
towns and cities in comparison to that of states and countries, performing
time-series forecasting at the meso-scale was deemed to be a worthwhile en-
deavor for this project.
1.4 Objective
In this paper, we explore three meso-scale machine learning models from
a varying range of algorithms and architectures that can predict the trans-
mission of COVID-19 on a meso-scale, using town-level COVID-19 infection
data from the state of Connecticut. One work that has very heavily influ-
enced this project is that of Chen et al., who proposed a meso-scale SEIR
epidemic model using the same town-level COVID-19 infection data from
Connecticut (Chen et al., 2021). Their model incorporates social distancing
through two evaluative metrics: compliance with government regulations
and containment of individual mobility. As they graciously provided us with
their data set, we aim to utilize machine learning models to produce the best
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results possible, making predictions 2 months in advance for each town in
Connecticut.
FIGURE 1.1: Connecticut towns with (a) population density
and (b) COVID-19 infection rate as of May 11 (Chen et al., 2021).
Our models consist of two neural networks and one classical machine
learning model. These are the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), Graph
Convolutional Network–Long Short-Term Memory (GCN-LSTM), and Auto-
Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) models respectively. These
will be discussed in more detail in the Methodology chapter of this paper.
Furthermore, the test results and analysis of each of these models will be




2.1 Machine Learning and Neural Networks
The use of machine learning has been a key aspect in forecasting the trans-
mission of COVID-19 in Connecticut. The models were implemented using
Python and its various machine learning libraries. Although there are cer-
tainly multiple methods of time-series forecasting, we leveraged the ability
of machine learning to autonomously make the COVID-19 case predictions
in hopes of creating models that can both generalize to other diseases and
be easily implemented, as this results in a faster forecasting process, which
will ultimately translate to more time for communities to prepare for future
outbreaks.
Neural networks are biologically inspired by the neurons within the brain
as they attempt to create a mapping of inputs and outputs similar to how
the brain reacts accordingly to different sensory inputs. Neural networks
can learn this mapping by combining forward and backward passes across
multiple input-output pairs. In deep learning models such as the ones used
in this thesis, feedforward neural networks (FNN) are a fundamental element
of the learning process. The FNN tries to optimize a function f that maps an
input X to an output y. It does so by feeding information forward through all
the inputs until it reaches y, hence the name. A typical FNN can be depicted
by the following formula:
f (x) = f1( f2(... fn−1( fn(x)))) (2.1)
where fi is the ith layer in the neural network containing n layers. Each
layer in the neural network contains a set of nodes that takes in the output of
previous layers as its input. These outputs are then multiplied by a series of
weights, which the network will attempt to learn in approximating the target
function (Dammen, 2019).
2.1.1 Activation Functions
The activation function is a function that takes a set of input values and maps
them to a range designated by the chosen function. The output is then used
as the input for the next node in the network. There are many different ac-
tivation functions to choose from but only a few were used in this research
project which are described below.
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ReLU
The Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation function is given by
f (x) = max(0, x) (2.2)
and has a range of [1, in f ]. Although this activation function can blow up, it is
among the more computationally efficient activation functions and is among
the most popular due to its ability to approximate virtually every function.
Sigmoid
The Sigmoid activation function is given by
f = 1/(1 + ex) (2.3)
and has a range of [0, 1]. The sigmoid function is another very widely used
activation function and performs very well in classification problems. One
issue with this activation function is that it suffers from the vanishing gra-
dient problem, in which the gradient becomes extremely small and strug-
gles to learn as the activation approaches the horizontal portion of the curve
(Dammen, 2019).
2.1.2 Loss Functions
The loss function gives a measure of how good the prediction of the expected
outcome is. This is done by comparing the expected output with the ob-
served output of the neural network through different comparison functions.
As with the activation functions, there are many different loss functions as
well and the choice depends on the type of problem being solved by the neu-
ral network.
MSE
Due to the nature of the task of forecasting the spread of COVID-19, the
activation function used universally across all three models was the Mean
Squared Error (MSE) as this is a very commonly used loss function for regres-
sion problems. This loss function calculates the sum of the squared distance
between the predicted value and the expected value. Due to the errors being
squared, outliers heavily affect this loss function (Dammen, 2019).
2.1.3 Optimization Algorithms
Optimization algorithms are used to update the weights of a neural network
during backpropagation. The most commonly used optimization algorithm
in deep learning is gradient descent, an algorithm that slowly adjusts the
values of a function’s parameters such that the loss function is minimized as
much as possible. The rate at which these parameters are adjusted is deter-
mined by the learning rate. A specific variation of gradient descent that is
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used in our models is called stochastic gradient descent. This form of gradi-
ent descent updates the weights of the network after each training sample,
making for a faster training process. One of the biggest challenges with gra-
dient descent is picking the right learning rate, as a rate that is too small will
not converge while a rate that is too large will result in too many fluctuations,
hindering the learning process.
Adam
To solve the challenge of choosing the right learning rate, other algorithms
have surfaced and are commonly used in deep learning problems. The Adam
optimizer was used in the two deep learning models that have been imple-
mented in this project. Adam optimization is a version of stochastic gradient
descent that is based on adaptive estimation of first-order and second-order
moments. It is computationally efficient and is well-suited for most deep
learning problems (Keras, 2021).
2.2 Time-Series Forecasting Models
The task at hand for our research is a time-series forecasting problem. Like in
other applications of machine learning, time-series forecasting is also fun-
damentally based on making predictions, with the main difference being
the type of data used. While most machine learning models will typically
value prior observations with relatively equal weights when making predic-
tions, time-series forecasting additionally utilizes a time dimension as an in-
herent feature that adds an explicit order dependence between observations
(Brownlee, 2016). The forecasting process involves fitting models to historical
data and using them to predict future observations. All estimates are made
based on what has already happened as the future is completely unknown
to the model. Time-series forecasting has many applications in tracking the
spread of diseases and serves as the basis of our machine learning models,
the backgrounds of which are outlined below.
2.2.1 Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) is the first model that was tested as a base-
line for this thesis due to its common usage across various fields. LSTM is a
type of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) that can better handle long-term
memory as its name suggests, and is a commonly used deep learning model
for problems involving time-series data. An LSTM unit typically consists of a
cell, input gate, output gate, and forget gate. The cell remembers values over
arbitrary time intervals and the three gates will regulate the flow of infor-
mation in and out of the cell (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997). Whereas
the RNN struggles in being biased toward more recent events due to its poor
long-term memory, the LSTM model utilizes its forget gates to remove bias
toward recent events. A given LSTM unit will take in the previous cell state,
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FIGURE 2.1: Example diagram of an LSTM cell used for classi-
fication problems (omerbsezer, 2019)
.
typically in the form of a vector, and perform various activations, multiplica-
tions, and concatenations. Then, the forget gate calculates how much of the
current cell state and its input should be passed along and forgets the rest.
Figure 2.1 shows an example of an LSTM cell with its various gates.
2.2.2 Graph Convolutional Network–Long Short-Term Mem-
ory (GCN-LSTM)
Graph Neural Networks (GNN) have recently become more popular due to
their ability to operate on the Graph structure, giving them applications in ar-
eas such as social networks, recommender systems, transportation systems,
etc. With certain variations such as the Graph Convolutional Network (GCN)
used in our research, modern machine learning algorithms can be applied to
graphs to build predictive models of connected data.
Graphs
The graph data structure is made up of two elements: vertices (or nodes) and
edges. Vertices represent individual entities within the data such as members
of a social network, or in the case of our research, towns in a state. Edges
represent the relationships between the nodes which in the case of a social
network could be friends, coworkers, etc. Graphs can either be directed or
undirected, depending on whether or not there are directional dependencies
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FIGURE 2.2: Graph structure showing all the different connec-
tions between each town. Each of the nodes (numbered 1-169)
represent a town in Connecticut and the edges represent the
distances from each town to all other towns
.
between the nodes that are to be connected. In a graph representing a social
network, two friends would be connected by an undirected edge, as friend-
ship is a mutually shared relationship between the two entities. Both nodes
and edges can be associated with specific features to add more context to the
data structure. Going back to the social media example, each node repre-
senting a person could also contain their name, age, location, etc., while the
edge could represent the strength between two people’s friendship or how
long they have been connected on the network. This ability to assign specific
features to graphs is an important element of Graph Neural Networks.
As our research focuses on the towns within Connecticut, it was impor-
tant to first represent the state of Connecticut as a network so that machine
learning could be performed within the GCN-LSTM model. Figure 2.2 de-
picts the state of Connecticut as a graph structure in which each of the 169
nodes corresponds to a town or city in the state and each edge represents
the respective distances between said towns and cities. It is an undirected
graph, which portrays the freedom of mobility between any two towns in
either direction.
GCN-LSTM
Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN) can be used to perform machine learn-
ing while incorporating network structures as graphs. A common applica-
tion of GCN’s is node classification, in which characteristics of nodes can be
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FIGURE 2.3: The graph convolutional layer contains four main
trainable parameters: the weight matrix W and bias vector b,
the node features matrix F as its inputs, and the normalized
graph adjacency matrix A’. The layer output Z can be used as
the input of the next graph convolutional layer (Elinas, 2019)
.
predicted using the relational information given by the graph. GCN’s uti-
lize a newer type of neural network layer known as the graph convolutional
layer, the architecture of which is shown in Figure 2.3. The graph convo-
lutional layer contains four main trainable parameters: the weight matrix W
and bias vector b, the node features matrix F as its inputs, and the normalized
graph adjacency matrix A’. The normalized adjacency matrix A’ encodes the
graph into the network and is normalized so that each neighboring node’s
contribution is proportional to how connected the node is to the rest of the
graph. Then, an element-wise non-linear function such as ReLU is applied to
the weights. The resulting output matrix can then be used as the input to the
next graph convolutional layer (Elinas, 2019).
2.2.3 Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA)
Straying away now from the deep learning models and into the realm of clas-
sical machine learning is the Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average
(ARIMA) model. This model is a type of Linear Regression model and spe-
cializes in time-series forecasting, making it very applicable for our COVID-
19 research. A key difference between the ARIMA model and other machine
learning models is that it does not take in exogenous variables as features,
but rather looks solely at past values of the target variable when making its
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predictions. Thus, it is a very mathematically and statistically based model
(Yiu, 2020). The inner workings of the ARIMA are described in its name.
AR: Auto Regressive
Auto regressive refers to how the target variable is regressed on its own past
values in this model. This means that the lagged values of the target variable
are used as the X variable.
Y = B0 + B1 ∗ Ylag1 + B2 ∗ Ylag2 + ... + Bn ∗ Ylagn (2.4)
Equation 2.4 shows that the currently observed value Y is some linear func-
tion of its past n values. The B values are regression beta values that are fit
when training the model. This equation can be modified in a way to predict
the future as shown in Equation 2.5 (Yiu, 2020).
Yf orward1 = B0 + B1 ∗ Y + B2 ∗ Ylag1 + B3 ∗ Ylag3 + ...Bn ∗ Ylag(n−1) (2.5)
I: Integrated
Integrated means that a differencing step is applied to the data using a dif-
ferent equation:
Yf orward1 − Y = B0 + B1 ∗ (Y − Ylag1) + B2 ∗ (Ylag1 − Ylag2) + ... (2.6)
Equation 2.6 shows that the future value of Y is linearly dependent on its past
values. This is done to make the Y values mean variance stationary during
time-series forecasting (Yiu, 2020).
MA: Moving Average
A moving average model is given by equation 2.7.
Y = B0 + B1 ∗ Elag1 + B2 ∗ Elag2 + ... + Bn ∗ Elagn (2.7)
In the moving average model, E denotes error and represents the random
residual deviations between the model and the target variable. This essen-
tially means that E captures the difference between the exact value and the
approximated value that the model delivers. Putting this all together, the
ARIMA model serves to be a good baseline model due to its very simple





As our study involved machine learning on the real spread of COVID-19
in Connecticut, the data was a key aspect of the research. The data used in
the various machine learning models consists of the COVID-19 case counts of
each town and city in Connecticut (a total of 169 towns/cities) every day from
March 21, 2020 to February 14, 2021. This time period encompasses many of
the first outbreaks in Connecticut and the case counts of each town starting
from the initial implementation of social distancing rules on March 23, 2020,
and extends through the various phases of reopening within the state. These
phases are listed in Table 3.1. The COVID-19 data set was obtained from the
Connecticut state government’s daily publications (CTDPH, 2021). Using
these resources, the data set with consecutive dates and respective COVID-
19 case counts was created and ready to be used for time-series forecasting.
TABLE 3.1: The different phases of reopening in the state of
Connecticut following the initial period of lockdown in early
2020. As of the submission date of this thesis (May 2021), Con-
necticut is still in Phase 3 in its reopening plan. (CT, 2020).
Phase Start Date End Date
1 May 20, 2020 June 16, 2020
2 June 17, 2020 October 7, 2020
3 October 8, 2020 TBD
3.2 Building the Graph (GCN-LSTM)
While the main COVID-19 data set containing the case counts was used
across all three models, the GCN-LSTM model specifically had additional
data requirements due to its more complex architecture. As discussed in the
Methodology chapter, this particular model also incorporates a graph data
structure to represent the state of Connecticut as a network, as shown in Fig-
ure 2.2. This was done by representing the graph as an adjacency matrix to
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capture the spatial features of Connecticut. In the graph used for the GCN-
LSTM model, each node represented a different town or city while each edge
represented the distances from each respective town to all the other nodes.
This essentially produces a map of Connecticut that the model can use as
a parameter. Furthermore, the adjacency matrix was normalized so that
each neighboring node’s contribution was proportional to how connected






When Equation 3.1 was applied to the adjacency matrix, all edge distances
were rescaled to fall within the range of [0, 1]. After all adjustments were
made, the resulting adjacency matrix contained a 169x169 matrix for all cor-
responding towns in Connecticut, resulting in 28,561 total distances, with
each town’s distance from itself and from the remaining 168 towns being
recorded. This provides an abundance of spatial information for the GCN-




This chapter will describe the actual experiments conducted during our re-
search, describing the model architectures and their respective training pro-
cesses.
4.1 Model Architectures
While Chapter 2 of this paper outlines the conceptual algorithms behind each
of the machine learning models, this section will underscore the actual model
architectures used in our research to predict the transmission of COVID-19
in Connecticut. They will be described in the order in which they were tested
and their results will be discussed afterward in Chapter 5.
4.1.1 LSTM
Because LSTM was used as a baseline model to gather initial results, the
model architecture was kept relatively simple. This model was implemented
using Python’s Tensorflow-Keras API. The LSTM network consists of 25 hid-
den neurons, a dropout layer to prevent overfitting, and 1 dense layer as the
output layer, a summary of which is shown in figure 4.1. This model takes
in the historical daily confirmed COVID-19 cases and trains on an individual
town, making case predictions for that respective town.
4.1.2 GCN-LSTM
Displayed in Figure 4.2 is the architecture of our Graph Convolutional Net-
work–Long Short-Term Memory (GCN-LSTM) model. This model was gen-
erated using the StellarGraph Machine Learning Library which is imple-
mented in Python. The GCN-LSTM model is adapted from StellarGraph’s
Temporal Graph Convolutional Network (T-GCN) architecture (StellarGraph,
2020). The model consists of three parts: the graph convolutional network
(GCN), the long short-term memory (LSTM) model, and a dropout and a
dense layer. We first take the historical daily confirmed COVID-19 cases and
the GCN model is then used to capture the topological structure of the town
network of Connecticut from the adjacency matrix to obtain the spatial fea-
tures. Second, the multivariate features represented by each town with the
spatial features are input into the LSTM model and the dynamic change is
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FIGURE 4.1: LSTM model summary
.
FIGURE 4.2: GCN-LSTM model summary
.
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obtained by information transmission between the units to capture the tem-
poral feature. Then, a dropout layer and a dense layer are added to improve
performance and manage over-fitting. Finally, the prediction results are pro-
duced through the output dense layer.
4.1.3 ARIMA
Like the deep learning models, the ARIMA model was also implemented
in Python and used the statsmodels module. As this model is a statistical
model rather than a deep learning model, the model structure is created and
adjusted differently. ARIMA takes in three main parameters in the order de-
noted as (p, d, q), which includes the autoregressive lag order (p), the degree
of differencing (d), and the moving average window size (q). The autore-
gressive lag order (p) represents the number of previous values to be used
and the moving average window size (q) represents the data points that are
used to compute a weighted average. For our model, we used a combination
of (5,1,0) for these parameters.
4.2 Training and Testing
The training and testing process ran relatively similarly across the three ma-
chine learning models. With the common goal of making the most accurate
COVID-19 transmission predictions within Connecticut, there were several
important aspects to be considered within the training process.
4.2.1 Train-Test Split
The prediction time frame for all three models used 80% of the data as its
training set while the remaining 20% was used as the prediction test set. This
results in an approximately 2 month prediction period for the test data. More
specifically, 264 days from March 21, 2020 to December 9, 2020 were used as
the training period, while the remaining 67 days from December 10, 2020 to
February 14, 2021 were used as the prediction period.
4.2.2 Hyperparameters
An essential aspect of the training process for each model is the hyperparam-
eter tuning. A hyperparameter is any parameter typically in the form of a
variable whose value is used in machine learning to influence the learning
process. Depending on the type of machine learning model used, whether
performing deep learning or classical machine learning, different models re-
quire different hyperparameters. This section outlines the hyperparameters
used in each of the three models of our research. Although numerous com-
binations of hyperparameters were used, the following discussion will focus
on the combinations that yielded the best results in our research for each of
the three models.
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FIGURE 4.3: LSTM Model Training Loss Curve
.
LSTM
Starting with the LSTM deep learning model, the main hyperparameters
of focus were the look back, activation functions, optimizer, loss function,
epochs, and batch size and are listed in Table 4.1. The in-depth descriptions
on the functions of each of these hyperparameters are outlined in Chapter 2.
The look back hyperparameter was a very important parameter to ad-
just as it defines the number of past data points to be used when predicting
each future value in the time-series. By setting this value to 5, it denotes that
the LSTM model’s predictions are influenced by the 5 previous days before
the prediction point. The ReLU activation function is very versatile with the
ability to approximate virtually any function and is computationally inex-
pensive, making it a great candidate for the very simple architecture defined
in the LSTM model. Furthermore, the Adam optimizer also provides a safe
and reliable method of performing the stochastic gradient descent algorithm.
This optimizer uses the default learning rate of 0.001. The number of epochs
was determined by method of trial-and-error, observing the loss curve dur-
ing training and seeing which value allows the loss curve to converge. This
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FIGURE 4.4: GCN-LSTM Model Training Loss Curve
.
loss curve is pictured in Figure 4.3 with the number of epochs used deter-
mined to be 800. Lastly, the batch size for the stochastic gradient descent
algorithm was set to be 32.
GCN-LSTM
With the GCN-LSTM model, its more complicated architecture lead to the use
of more hyperparameters as well. These hyperparameters are the sequence
length, prediction length, graph convolutional activation function, lstm ac-
tivation function, optimizer, learning rate, loss function, epochs, and batch
size as shown in Table 4.2.
In this particular model, the sequence length is similar to the look back in
the LSTM model in that it denotes the number of previous days that will be
used in predicting the next additional day, defined by the prediction length.
Thus, the GCN-LSTM model looks at the previous 20 days to predict the next
1 day. This model has separate activation functions for the GCN and LSTM
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networks which are ReLU and Sigmoid respectively. As with the LSTM
model, the GCN-LSTM model also uses the Adam optimizer and the default
learning rate of 0.001. The Loss Function was set to Mean Squared Error as
this was the metric that we attempted to minimize for our experiments. The
number of epochs was set to 700 and was determined by the amount nec-
essary to make the loss curve converge just as we did for the LSTM model.
This loss curve is pictured in Figure 4.4. Lastly, the batch size for the stochas-
tic gradient descent algorithm was set to be 40.
ARIMA
Unlike the two deep learning models, there are not many hyperparameters
associated with the ARIMA model. These hyperparameters are contained
within the order of the ARIMA as described in Section 4.1.3. For the three
parameters (p, d, q), we used the values (5, 1, 0), making the lag order 5, the
degree of differencing 1, and the moving average window size 0. This is
displayed in Table 4.3.
TABLE 4.3: Hyperparameters used in the ARIMA model
Hyperparameter Value
Lag Order (p) 5
Degree of Differencing (d) 1
MA Window Size (q) 0
While this section outlines the three models’ final hyperparameters and
their values, it was a long process to select these combinations as they were
fine tuned through trial-and-error for all three models, comparing their re-
sults. The combination with the best results was selected and these hyperpa-
rameters were used for the models. These results will be discussed in Chap-
ter 5.
4.2.3 Runtime
Another important aspect of the training process is the runtime. The three
models used to predict the spread of COVID-19 in Connecticut all have their
differences which can affect the amount of time taken to train the model. Al-
though the runtime of the training process is very dependent on hardware
and processor speeds, the training times from a personal laptop are shown
in Table 4.4 as a reference. Runtimes are important to evaluate because they
ultimately determine how quickly a model can return case count predictions
and how much time communities have to prepare during a pandemic. Be-
tween two models with identical accuracies, the model with a faster runtime
would be preferred for this reason. This is an important factor to acknowl-
edge when comparing the performances of the three models.
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The fastest models in order from shortest to longest runtimes are the
ARIMA model, the LSTM model, and lastly the GCN-LSTM model. This
intuitively makes sense given the varying model complexities and parame-
ters. The ARIMA model is by far the simplest machine learning model of
the three with just three hyperparameters and a relatively simple training
process. Likewise, the LSTM model is more complicated than the ARIMA
model as it is a deep learning model with many fine-tuned parameters, re-
sulting in a slightly longer training time. The GCN-LSTM is by far the most
complicated model, combining a neural network and a graph data structure
and has the longest training time by a considerable margin. However, these
runtimes and complexities do not necessarily have any implications on the





5.1 Evaluation Metric (RMSE)
Before getting into the actual prediction results of the three machine learning
models, it is important to first discuss the evaluation metric the was used
to gauge their performance: the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). The root







where ŷ is the predicted value, y is the observed value, and n is the num-
ber of observations. This metric is very similar to the mean squared error
(MSE) that is described in Section 2.1.2. This evaluation metric calculates the
sum of the squared distance between the observed and the expected values.
It then takes the square root of this sum, which effectively makes the RMSE
equivalent to the standard deviation of the residuals, or prediction errors.
Therefore, a lower RMSE indicates better performance and more accurate
predictions.
5.2 Results
Using the town-level COVID-19 case counts from Connecticut, we were able
to apply the data to our three models to make two month predictions. Us-
ing the RMSE as our evaluation metric, we selected an assortment of towns
and cities of varying sizes, populations, and locations within Connecticut
and compared their results. These results are shown in Table 5.1. Displayed
within this table are 17 different towns of various sizes, which is denoted by
their populations from 2018. These towns are also located within different
counties throughout the state. Listed along with each town is their respec-
tive RMSE’s for each of the three models’ predictions. Using the COVID-19
case counts from March 21, 2020 to December 9, 2020 as training data, these
models predict the transmission of the disease on the test data from Decem-
ber 10, 2020 to February 14, 2021. The root mean squared errors from the
predictions on the test set are displayed on the table. Additionally displayed
on the table on the last row is the state of Connecticut as a whole because the
ARIMA and LSTM models were able to make predictions on the state level
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TABLE 5.1: Test RMSE comparisons among the 3 machine
learning models (Predicting from December 10, 2020 to Febru-
ary 14, 2021). Towns are listed in order from smallest popula-
tion to largest. The town of Union has the lowest population in
CT and the city of Bridgeport has the highest.
Town/City Population(2018) ARIMA RMSE LSTM RMSE GCN-LSTM RMSE
Union 840 0.76 7.47 4.69
Canaan 1,055 0.25 0.41 13.89
Easton 7,517 1.57 15.12 32.53
Southbury 19,656 3.71 68.68 183.05
Bethel 19,714 4.96 177.42 251.21
Darien 21,753 4.7 97.12 169.32
Farmington 25,506 4.53 51.46 193.27
Mansfield 25,817 4.75 24 122.17
South Windsor 26,054 5.63 106.59 221.91
Trumbull 35,802 6.62 62.59 372.88
Enfield 44,466 9.55 157.38 734.22
Middletown 46,146 9.53 134.61 715.58
Greenwich 62,727 14.41 225.27 848.21
West Hartford 62,939 12.69 199.33 712.97
Hartford 122,587 30.02 396.43 3858.52
New Haven 130,418 47.86 487.57 2722.2
Bridgeport 144,900 27.88 684.35 3554.73
CT 3,572,665 562.45 19390.69 N/A
as well. This was done by taking the sum of the COVID-19 case counts from
all 169 towns and cities within the state and treating it as a separate feature
that the models could train on. Due to its unique format, the GCN-LSTM
model was unable to make predictions on the state as a whole, hence the
missing value. The GCN-LSTM model learns on networks captured by the
adjacency matrix—which does not allow for the entire state to be considered
as the state entails the entire graph structure rather than an individual node
that the model can classify or make a prediction on. Attempting to add the
state of Connecticut to the adjacency matrix results in an error.
From comparing the RMSE’s of the three models, it is apparent that the
ARIMA model has the best performance among the three models, yielding
a much lower RMSE than the deep learning models. Between the two deep
learning models, the LSTM model performs noticeably better than the GCN-
LSTM model in every town except for Union where the GCN-LSTM model
has a slightly lower RMSE. This was very surprising because it shows that in
our research, the runtime and performance of the machine learning models
are actually negatively correlated, with the least computationally expensive
model having the best performance while the most computationally expen-
sive model has the worst performance. Further analysis of the results will be
discussed in Chapter 6.
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5.3 Visualizations
While Table 5.1 displays the numerical results of the COVID-19 time-series
forecasting, the use of visual aids through graphs and tables serves as a use-
ful tool in examining the predictions of the three machine learning models.
From the results table, a selection of 8 towns are plotted in the following
sub-sections.
5.3.1 LSTM
TABLE 5.2: Beginning and End of LSTM predictions of COVID-
19 Transmission in Connecticut










FIGURE 5.1: The LSTM prediction on the state of Connecticut.
The orange line indicates the training predictions while the blue
line indicates the test predictions.
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5.3.2 GCN-LSTM
The following plots show the entire time-series from March 21, 2020 to Febru-
ary 14, 2021. The orange line in each of these plots represents the predic-
tions that the GCN-LSTM model made and the blue line represents the ac-
tual COVID-19 case counts of the corresponding town. The dotted red line
indicates the split between the training and prediction periods.
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5.3.3 ARIMA
The following plots only show the testing period from December 10, 2020 to
February 14, 2021. The red line in each of these plots represents the predic-
tions that the ARIMA model made and the blue line represents the actual
COVID-19 case counts of the corresponding town. Across all towns, the test
and prediction lines are very close to each other, indicating a very accurate
prediction ability from this model.
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The three proposed models are among the first machine learning models to
ever predict the transmission of COVID-19 on the meso-scale, due to the lack
of availability of case data at this scale. Our research reveals several insights
about the pandemic. The ARIMA model demonstrated the best performance,
shown in Table 5.1, with the lowest RMSE across all 17 towns evaluated in
the table. It performed much better than the baseline LSTM model which
had a very simple neural network structure. And despite being the most
sophisticated model by far, the GCN-LSTM model performed quite poorly
in comparison.
There are several possible explanations for why the ARIMA model yielded
such a low RMSE compared to the GCN-LSTM model. While this stark differ-
ence in performance was quite surprising due to the simplicity of the ARIMA
model, it is this simplicity that may have actually produced its improved re-
sults. More specifically, the ARIMA model is unique in that it does not con-
sider exogenous variables, focusing only on the sequence of numerical values
of the COVID-19 case counts over time. Machine learning typically benefits
from having multiple features to train on to promote effective learning and
create the most robust models possible. However, this was not the case in our
experiments. It is currently unknown as to whether or not the ARIMA model
can theoretically perform even better with additional features; but based on
the available meso-scale case data and visualizations shown in Section 5.3,
the spread of COVID-19 seems to universally demonstrate a consistent ex-
ponentially increasing trend in cases throughout all 169 towns and cities in
Connecticut. In other words, despite the differences in population, location
within the state, and any other possible features that can be used to differen-
tiate the towns, the shapes of the curves when the transmission of the virus
is graphed look virtually the same across the individual towns and even for
the state of Connecticut as a whole, shown in Figure 5.1. Given this uniform
trend across the vast majority of the towns, the constant growth rate may
be better represented by models using moving averages such as the ARIMA
model, which exclusively focuses on the numeric data, complementing its
ability to forecast the consistent spread of COVID-19. This indicates that the
numeric value of the case counts alone serves as a good predictor of future
transmission.
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Despite having a significantly slower training time as shown in Table
4.4, the GCN-LSTM model performed significantly worse than the ARIMA
model. Continuing the above discussion on model simplicity, there is a cor-
relation between simplicity (defined by runtime and number of parameters)
and performance. The GCN-LSTM model is an extension of the baseline
LSTM and was expected to perform better due to the model’s integration of
the geography of Connecticut in making its predictions. This certainly was
not the case as the GCN-LSTM model yielded extremely high RMSE’s. In the
same way that the ARIMA model’s simple structure aided its ability to make
accurate predictions, the GCN-LSTM’s sophisticated architecture may have
ultimately hindered its performance. Looking at the graph data structure of
Connecticut shown in Figure 2.2, there are a total of 28,561 edges connect-
ing the 169 towns and cities which certainly played a role in its long training
time. It is a very complicated network to learn and may have been too com-
plicated to be useful for this model to effectively predict the transmission of
COVID-19. Given the accurate predictions produced by the ARIMA model
using only the numerical case counts, the 28,561 edge distances may have
been extraneous and created a convoluted representation of the data for the
model. However, this is only a speculation on the poor results. Whereas
other studies mentioned in Section 1.2.2 that used Graph Neural Networks
in their macro-scale studies were able to incorporate mobility data into their
neural networks, the meso-scale mobility data from Connecticut was not
available in a format that could be used by our GCN-LSTM model. The inte-
gration of mobility data among the towns could possibly improve the results
of this model.
Overall, there is no one model that is necessarily better than the rest. The
best machine learning model for this specific time-series forecasting problem
happens to be the ARIMA model although it may possibly be outperformed
by its two deep learning counterparts in a different situation. Furthermore,
the GCN-LSTM model may have not been used to its full potential due to
the absence of mobility data in the Graph Convolutional Network. Though
it may not have been suitable for this particular meso-scale time-series fore-
casting problem, it is an extremely robust model that is certainly worth ex-
ploring, given its potential to incorporate spatial features into its learning.
With the test results described in Chapter 5, we have successfully modeled
the transmission of COVID-19 in the state of Connecticut. In conclusion,
classical machine learning is a more effective method of meso-scale time-
series forecasting for COVID-19 than deep learning, as shown by the ARIMA
model’s extremely accurate predictions, superior to those of the LSTM and
GCN-LSTM models.
6.2 Future Works
Within our time-series forecasting research on the transmission of COVID-19
in Connecticut, we had the opportunity to conduct a fundamental analysis
using the three machine learning models to make predictions. These solely
utilized the case counts and distances of the 169 individual towns and cities
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in Connecticut. With the goal of creating a model that can best predict the
spread of COVID-19, we evaluated the model performance by minimizing
the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). However, there are certain aspects
that can be expanded on to develop the depth of our research. These include
a further analysis on the regions of Connecticut, population analysis, and a
timeline analysis to evaluate the different phases of reopening in the state.
6.2.1 Region Analysis
In conjunction with the RMSE’s of each machine learning model, there are
several factors to consider when analyzing the spread of a disease. One such
factor is the location of towns relative to neighboring states and within the
geography of Connecticut. Connecticut is divided into 8 separate counties,
each comprising a portion of the 169 towns and cities in the state. The most
important attribute in regard to COVID-19 that distinguishes these counties
is their general location within Connecticut. One county in particular that
stands out from the rest is Fairfield County, the southwestern region of Con-
necticut. The first case of COVID-19 in Connecticut was discovered in this
county in the town of Wilton on March 8, 2020. Since its emergence, the
virus quickly spread throughout the state, particularly in Fairfield County as
shown in Figure 6.1.
FIGURE 6.1: COVID-19 Infection Rate in Connecticut in April
2020. The darker coloration of towns in the Southwest region
indicate the increased concentration of COVID-19 cases in Fair-
field County
Because of its close geographical proximity to New York, the epicenter
of the outbreak in the United States, Fairfield County has seen an accelerated
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increase in COVID-19 cases compared to the rest of Connecticut. This has cer-
tain implications about potential future topics of study related to COVID-19
meso-scale time-series forecasting. One possible way to improve the predic-
tion results for a machine learning model could be to decrease the scale even
further, focusing on specific counties within states. Demonstrated by Fair-
field County’s increased number of cases, the different counties may have
been affected by the pandemic differently. Unfortunately, this has not been
explored within our research but could be investigated in the future.
6.2.2 Population Analysis
With 169 towns and cities in Connecticut, each of varying sizes and popula-
tions, it is not plausible to view them equally when comparing the spread of
COVID-19. As shown in Table 5.1, Connecticut has an extremely wide range
of populations with Union having only 840 civilians and Bridgeport having
almost 150,000 civilians as of 2018. This is an extremely large difference and
when predicting the transmission of a disease, population is a key factor as
it determines the potential for spread in a specific area. Union is a very ru-
ral town whereas Bridgeport is a large city with a much higher population
density in comparison. Naturally, Bridgeport has more cases of COVID-19
than Union just based on the sheer difference in populations alone. Thus,
applying a single model to towns and cities alike seems to be unreasonable.
Notably, the GCN-LSTM model struggles with predicting the case counts
of bigger cities such as Hartford and Bridgeport as can be seen through the
poor fit of their regression lines in Section 5.3.2. On the other hand, the GCN-
LSTM model’s regression lines for the smaller towns such as Farmington and
Mansfield more closely follow the trends of the actual case counts. Thus, a
potential development for this research could be to explore the towns by pop-
ulation size as well by creating separate models for different size categories.
This way, Union and Bridgeport would not share the same machine learning
model for their predictions, but instead would each have their own individ-
ual models tailored to their respective population sizes.
6.2.3 Timeline Analysis
The last future area of exploration is an analysis on the timeline of the pan-
demic. More specifically, this analysis would separate the time-series data
by the different phases of reopening. In the state of Connecticut there were
three phases of reopening, the dates of which are shown in Table 3.1. By
isolating the phases in our time-series data and training our models on the
phases individually, we can inherently capture the social distancing rules,
business openings, and other regulations for the respective timeframe within
our trained models. These would all be features established by the reopen-
ing phase being evaluated. While is is unknown how large of an impact this
timeline analysis could have in lowering the RMSE of our machine learning




The COVID-19 pandemic has posed an unparalleled challenge for economies
and healthcare systems worldwide. While current research has already an-
alyzed the spread of the virus at a macro-scale, comprising entire countries
and states, existing models have not analyzed the transmission of COVID-
19 at the meso-scale. Using the COVID-19 case-count data of all the towns
and cities in Connecticut, we propose one classical machine learning model
and two deep learning models to examine this problem: Auto Regressive In-
tegrated Moving Average (ARIMA), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), and
Graph Convolutional Network–Long Short-Term Memory (GCN-LSTM). These
models can predict the spread of COVID-19 throughout the towns and cities
of Connecticut two months in advance. Though the two deep learning mod-
els (LSTM and GCN-LSTM) yielded mediocre results, the ARIMA model
proved to be very effective in forecasting the COVID-19 case counts at the
meso-scale. This small-scale evaluation and the results discussed in this pa-
per have the potential to provide insights on better preparedness for COVID-
19 as communities can use the models’ predicted case-counts to determine
the timing of implementation and relief of social distancing policies and safety
regulations. Though the results of this research are only a baseline for the
possible insights to be acquired through meso-scale time-series forecasting,
we hope that with further developments in our models, we can establish a





from tensorflow import keras
keras.__version__
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import pandas as pd
from pandas import read_csv
import math
from tensorflow.keras.models import Sequential
from tensorflow.keras.layers import Dense
from tensorflow.keras.layers import LSTM
from sklearn.preprocessing import MinMaxScaler
from sklearn.metrics import mean_squared_error
from tensorflow.keras.layers import Dense, Activation, Dropout
import time #helper libraries
# convert an array of values into a dataset matrix
def create_dataset(dataset, look_back=1):
dataX, dataY = [], []
for i in range(len(dataset)-look_back-1):
a = dataset[i:(i+look_back), 0]
dataX.append(a)
dataY.append(dataset[i + look_back, 0])
return np.array(dataX), np.array(dataY)
# fix random seed for reproducibility
np.random.seed(42)
# load the dataset
df = pd.read_csv(’Data/Dataset.csv’,
index_col=[0], parse_dates=[’Date’])
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#Predicting Cases in Entire State
all_y = df[’Sum’].values
dataset=all_y.reshape(-1, 1)
# normalize the dataset
scaler = MinMaxScaler(feature_range=(0, 1))
dataset = scaler.fit_transform(dataset)
# split into train and test sets, 20% test data, 80% training data
train_size = int(len(dataset) * 0.8)
test_size = len(dataset) - train_size
train, test = dataset[0:train_size,:],
dataset[train_size:len(dataset),:]
# reshape into X=t and Y=t+1, timestep 10
look_back = 5
trainX, trainY = create_dataset(train, look_back)
testX, testY = create_dataset(test, look_back)
# reshape input to be [samples, time steps, features]
trainX = np.reshape(trainX, (trainX.shape[0], 1, trainX.shape[1]))
testX = np.reshape(testX, (testX.shape[0], 1, testX.shape[1]))
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testPredict = scaler.inverse_transform(testPredict)
testY = scaler.inverse_transform([testY])
# calculate root mean squared error
trainScore = math.sqrt(mean_squared_error(trainY[0], trainPredict[:,0]))
print(’Train Score: %.2f RMSE’ % (trainScore))
testScore = math.sqrt(mean_squared_error(testY[0], testPredict[:,0]))
print(’Test Score: %.2f RMSE’ % (testScore))
# shift train predictions for plotting
trainPredictPlot = np.empty_like(dataset)
trainPredictPlot[:, :] = np.nan
trainPredictPlot[look_back:len(trainPredict)+look_back, :] = trainPredict
# shift test predictions for plotting
testPredictPlot = np.empty_like(dataset)
testPredictPlot[:, :] = np.nan
testPredictPlot[len(trainPredict)
+ (look_back*2)+1:len(dataset-1, :] = testPredict


















from google.colab import drive
drive.mount(’/content/drive’)
import sys
if ’google.colab’ in sys.modules:
# %pip install -q stellargraph[demos]==1.2.1





f"This notebook requires StellarGraph version 1.2.1,






import numpy as np
from matplotlib.dates import DateFormatter
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import matplotlib.lines as mlines
import seaborn as sns
import pandas as pd
import tensorflow as tf
from tensorflow import keras
from tensorflow.keras import Sequential, Model
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# # Type 1: use distances
adj_county =np.genfromtxt(os.path.join(input_dir,
’adj_matrix_norm.csv’), delimiter = ’,’)
adj_county
#adj_county.shape




def train_test_split(data, train_portion, seq_length, pre_length):
time_len = data.shape[1] #number of columns represents number of days
train_size = int(time_len * train_portion)
train_data = np.array(data.iloc[:, :train_size])
test_data = np.array(data.iloc[:, train_size-seq_length-pre_length+1:])
return train_data, test_data
def sequence_data_preparation(seq_len, pre_len, train_data, test_data):
trainX, trainY, testX, testY = [], [], [], []
for i in range(train_data.shape[1] - int(seq_len + pre_len - 1)):
a = train_data[:, i : i + seq_len + pre_len]
trainX.append(a[:, :seq_len])
trainY.append(a[:, -1])
for i in range(test_data.shape[1] - int(seq_len + pre_len - 1)):







return trainX, trainY, testX, testY
train_case, test_case = train_test_split(df_case, train_rate, seq_len, pre_len)
# train_case, test_case = train_test_split(df_case, train_rate)
print("Train data: ", train_case.shape)
print("Test data: ", test_case.shape)
# normalize (min-max) the data,
def scale_data(train_data, test_data):
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# max_case = data.values.max()
# min_case = data.values.min()
max_value = train_data.max()
min_value = train_data.min()
train_scaled = (train_data - min_value) / (max_value - min_value)
test_scaled = (test_data - min_value) / (max_value - min_value)
return train_scaled, test_scaled
# min-max scaling
train_scaled, test_scaled = scale_data(train_case, test_case)
#Prepare for LSTM model
trainX_case, trainY_case, testX_case, testY_case =
sequence_data_preparation(seq_len, pre_len, train_scaled, test_scaled)
#StellarGraph: Define GCN_LSTM model









x_input, x_output = gcn_lstm.in_out_tensors()
print(x_input.shape, x_output.shape)
model = Model(inputs=x_input, outputs=x_output)
from keras import optimizers
opt = optimizers.Adam(learning_rate=0.001, decay=0.001/1000)



















ythat = model.predict(trainX_case) ##Prediction in train_data






## Rescaling for forecast
inv_ythat = np.array((ythat) * (max_case - min_case) + min_case).T
inv_yhat = np.array((yhat) * (max_case - min_case) + min_case).T
PredictionOverWholePeriod = np.concatenate((inv_ythat, inv_yhat),1)
PredictionOverWholePeriod.shape
# Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) regression loss
from sklearn.metrics import mean_squared_error
def rmse_error(y_true, y_pred):
return np.sqrt(mean_squared_error(y_true,y_pred))
# measure RMSE for towns in CT (that is 169) over the testing period
rmse_error_CT = 0
for i in range(169):
rmse_error_CT += rmse_error(test_case[i,10:], inv_yhat[i,:])
avg_rmse_error_CT = rmse_error_CT / 169
print (avg_rmse_error_CT)
# baseline performance: RMSE by using the prior day as prediction
rmse_error_CT_prior = 0
for i in range(169):
rmse_error_CT_prior += rmse_error(test_case[i,10:], test_case[i,9:-1])
avg_rmse_error_CT_prior = rmse_error_CT_prior / 169
print (avg_rmse_error_CT_prior)
# Root Mean squared logarithmic error (RMSLE) regression loss
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from sklearn.metrics import mean_squared_log_error
def rmsle_error(y_true, y_pred):
y_pred = np.where(y_pred>0, y_pred, 0)
return np.sqrt(mean_squared_log_error(y_true, y_pred))
# measure RMSLE for towns in CT (that is 169) over the testing period
rmsle_error_CT = 0
for i in range(169):
rmsle_error_CT += rmsle_error(test_case[i,10:], inv_yhat[i,:])
avg_rmsle_error_CT = rmsle_error_CT / 169
print (avg_rmsle_error_CT)
# baseline performance: RMSLE by using the prior day as prediction
rmsle_error_CT_prior = 0
for i in range(169):
rmsle_error_CT_prior += rmsle_error(test_case[i,10:], test_case[i,9:-1])
avg_rmsle_error_CT_prior = rmsle_error_CT_prior / 169
print (avg_rmsle_error_CT_prior)
##County key
town_code = {0:’Bethel’, 1:’Bridgeport’, 2:’Brookfield’, 3:’Danbury’,
4:’Darien’, 5:’Easton’, 6:’Fairfield’, 7:’Greenwich’,
8:’Monroe’, 9:’New Canaan’, 10:’New Fairfield’, 11:’Newtown’,
12:’Norwalk’, 13:’Redding’, 14:’Ridgefield’, 15:’Shelton’,
16:’Sherman’, 17:’Stamford’, 18:’Stratford’, 19:’Trumbull’,
20:’Weston’, 21:’Westport’, 22:’Wilton’, 23:’Bozrah’,
24:’Colchester’, 25:’East Lyme’, 26:’Franklin’, 27:’Griswold’,
28:’Groton’, 29:’Lebanon’, 30:’Ledyard’, 31:’Lisbon’,
32:’Lyme’, 33:’Montville’, 34:’New London’, 35:’North Stonington’,
36:’Norwich’, 37:’Old Lyme’, 38:’Preston’, 39:’Salem’,
40:’Sprague’, 41:’Stonington’, 42:’Voluntown’, 43:’Waterford’,
44:’Ashford’, 45:’Brooklyn’, 46:’Canterbury’, 47:’Chaplin’,
48:’Eastford’, 49:’Hampton’, 50:’Killingly’, 51:’Plainfield’,
52:’Pomfret’, 53:’Putnam’, 54:’Andover’, 55:’Bolton’, 56:’Columbia’,
57:’Coventry’, 58:’Ellington’, 59:’Hebron’, 60:’Mansfield’,
61:’Scotland’, 62:’Sterling’, 63:’Thompson’, 64:’Windham’,
65:’Woodstock’, 66:’Somers’, 67:’Stafford’, 68:’Tolland’,
69:’Union’, 70:’Vernon’, 71:’Willington’, 72:’Avon’, 73:’Berlin’,
74:’Bloomfield’, 75:’Bristol’, 76:’Burlington’, 77:’Canton’,
78:’East Granby’, 79:’East Hartford’, 80:’East Windsor’,
81:’Enfield’,
82:’Farmington’, 83:’Glastonbury’, 84:’Granby’, 85:’Hartford’,
86:’Hartland’, 87:’Manchester’, 88:’Marlborough’, 89:’New Britain’,
90:’Newington’, 91:’Plainville’, 92:’Rocky Hill’, 93:’Simsbury’,
94:’Southington’, 95:’South Windsor’, 96:’Suffield’,
97:’West Hartford’,
98:’Wethersfield’, 99:’Windsor’, 100:’Windsor Locks’, 101:’Chester’,
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102:’Clinton’, 103:’Cromwell’, 104:’Deep River’, 105:’Durham’,
106:’East Haddam’, 107:’East Hampton’, 108:’Essex’, 109:’Haddam’,
110:’Killingworth’, 111:’Middlefield’, 112:’Middletown’,
113:’Old Saybrook’,
114:’Portland’, 115:’Westbrook’, 116:’Barkhamsted’, 117:’Bethlehem’,
119:’Canaan’, 120:’Colebrook’, 121:’Cornwall’, 122:’Goshen’,
123:’Harwinton’, 124:’Kent’, 125:’Litchfield’, 126:’Morris’,
127:’New Hartford’, 128:’New Milford’, 129:’Norfolk’,
130:’North Canaan’,
131:’Plymouth’, 132:’Roxbury’, 133:’Salisbury’, 134:’Sharon’,
135:’Thomaston’, 136:’Torrington’, 137:’Warren’, 138:’Washington’,
139:’Watertown’, 140:’Winchester’, 141:’Woodbury’, 142:’Ansonia’,
143:’Beacon Falls’, 144:’Bethany’, 145:’Branford’, 146:’Cheshire’,
147:’Derby’, 148:’East Haven’, 149:’Guilford’, 150:’Hamden’,
151:’Madison’, 152:’Meriden’, 153:’Middlebury’, 154:’Milford’,
155:’Naugatuck’, 156:’New Haven’, 157:’North Branford’,
158:’North Haven’,










plt.axvline(x = 254, c = ’r’, linestyle = "dashed")
plt.xlabel("Day")
plt.ylabel("total daily cases")
plt.title("{} town - true vs prediction".format(town_code[town]))
plt.xticks(np.arange(0,350,50), (’0’, ’50’, ’100’, ’150’,






import pandas as pd
from datetime import datetime
from matplotlib import pyplot
from statsmodels.tsa.arima.model import ARIMA
from sklearn.metrics import mean_squared_error
from math import sqrt
def parser(x):
return datetime.utcfromtimestamp(int(x)).strftime(’%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S’)




size = int(len(X) * 0.8)
train, test = X[0:size], X[size:len(X)]
history = [x for x in train]
predictions = list()
for t in range(len(test)):







print(’predicted=%f, expected=%f’ % (yhat, obs))
# evaluate forecasts
rmse = sqrt(mean_squared_error(test, predictions))
print(’Test RMSE: %.3f’ % rmse)
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